
My Suitcase Diaries!
Camera, suitcase, go!!

A travel blog for teachers by one of 
their own. 

http://mysuitcasediariesorg.wordpress.com 

Ciara Mc Nally  



•  About Ciara: I’m a primary teacher determined to make the 
very most of long weekends and term time holidays. 
Teaching for 10 years has allowed me to travel and I want to 
show how affordable adventure can be.  

•  My Blog: I use my travel blog to showcase great, easy to get 
to, affordable getaways at home and abroad with plenty of 
tips on where to stay, where to eat, what to see and do on a 
teacher’s budget. I want to make planning your next trip as 
easy as possible by doing the ground work for you so you 
waste no time enjoying your hard earned break. 

•  Experience: I regularly write for the monthly INTO 
magazine, submitting travel articles for destination 
inspiration. I was also featured on wowtravelersworld.com 
website for female travellers.  

My Suitcase Diaries!



Insights 
•  Audience: My Suitcase Diaries blog is supported by an 

Instagram and Facebook page to maximise my reach. It is 
viewed by a growing audience and not just by teachers. Who 
doesn’t want useful tips and step by step holiday ideas?! 

•  Demographics:  
−  67% female, 33% male 
−  50% are between 25-34 and 225 are 35-44 
−  21% are in Ireland, 20% are in the US, 14% are in the UK and 

12% make up the res 

Facebook fans – 720 
Instagram followers – 660 



Collaboration 
•  I aim to keep my blog and social media accounts relevant and 

useful to my audience so working with like minded brands and 
companies would be ideal.  
−  To get your product or service exposed to my growing 

social media followers I offer sponsored/ customised posts 
and reviews with photos and posts across relevant social 
media. 

•  Please feel free to contact me at  
−  ciaramcnally82@gmail.com 
−  Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/SuitcaseDiaries 
−  Instagram: http://www.instagram.com/mysuitcasediaries 
−  Blog: http://mysuitcasediariesorg.wordpress.com 
 


